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The Flying Beaver Brothers and the Mud-Slinging Moles Jul 18 2021 The Flying Beaver Brothers are back! All is not well on
Beaver Island. Ace and Bub have noticed a number of things (trees, houses, evil penguins) sinking into the ground. They
soon discover that Captain Jo Jo and his scurvy crew of mud-making moles have hatched a nearsighted plot to steal dirt from
Beaver Island to make their own island home even bigger! Can Ace and Bub stop their brotherly bickering and save Beaver
Island before it disappears forever?
Beaver Dam in Vintage Postcards May 16 2021 In 1841, Thomas Mackie journeyed south along a winding river to an open
meadow. There, alongside a bubbling spring, he erected a small cabin, establishing the beginnings of the community now
known as Beaver Dam, Wisconsin. The city gained fame as the jewel of Dodge County, a family community that stressed
hard work, good play, and awe for the almighty. This book examines that lifestyle through the unlikely means of the penny
postcard. It is ironic that the postcard, which was meant to act as a disposable means of communication, has endured to
become one of the greatest resources of pictorial history of small-town America.
The Life Cycle of a Beaver Jul 06 2020 Describes the habitat, life cycle, social behavior, and physical characteristics of
beavers.
Beaver Falls Jan 30 2020 With an industrial foundation laid down more than 200 years ago, Beaver Falls quickly secured a
role in history as one of the most well-established manufacturing towns in western Pennsylvania. Further recognition as a
"Pittsburgh in miniature" soon followed as the town's commercial base grew and prospered during the halcyon days of the
nineteenth century. Early residents strove to build the town into a self-supporting community committed to family values, and
Beaver Falls continued to grow and thrive after the mills and factories gave way to the social experiments of the Harmony
Society and the founding of Geneva College. Beaver Falls: Gem of Beaver County devotes a chapter to local football legend
Joe Namath's first season of greatness, complete with play-by-play details of the exciting Friday night high school games.
"Broadway Joe's" early team picture is here, along with dozens more rare and compelling, never-before-published images.
Readers will also find telling narratives of the Big Snow of 1950 and the Great Race of 1908, with more than 100 vintage
photographs and maps detailing the gripping stories and unique memories chronicled here.
The Flying Beaver Brothers and the Fishy Business Jun 16 2021 The Flying Beaver Brothers are back, and this time they're
hot on the trail of another eco-villain: Fish Stix Environmental Manufacturing. When Fish Stix sets up shop, most of the
islanders are thrilled. After all, Fish Stix are the most popular, best-selling sticks around AND they're good for the
environment! But this eco-friendly facade is just a cover for a nefarious plot involving dirty money, fish who walk on dry
land, and a great big smoking volcano. It's up to the dauntless beaver brothers to set things right—and they better do it fast or
the island's forests are history! Now if only Bub can stop napping and they can all make enough pancakes to save the day. . . .
This second installment to Max Eaton's new graphic series ups the ante in terms of both action and humor. The Flying Beaver

Brothers are poised to take off as beloved comicbook heros.
Lair of the Lion Aug 26 2019 Football is an unmistakable part of the culture of Penn State, though the experience of a
Nittany Lions home game—from the crowds and tailgates to the spectacle of the game itself—has changed significantly over the
years. This richly illustrated and researched book tells the story of the structure that has evolved along with the university’s
celebrated football program: the iconic Beaver Stadium. Historian Lee Stout and engineering professor Harry H. West show
how Beaver Stadium came to be, including a look at its predecessors, “Old” Beaver Field, built in 1893 on a site centrally
located northeast of Old Main, and “New” Beaver Field, built on the northwest corner of campus in 1909. Stout and West
explore the engineering and construction challenges of the stadium and athletic fields and reveal the importance of these
facilities to the history of Penn State and its cherished traditions. Packed with archival photos and fascinating stories, Lair of
the Lion is a celebration of the ways in which Penn State fans, students, and athletes have experienced home games from the
1880s to the present day, and of the monumental structure that the Lions now call home.
The Adventures of Paddy the Beaver Jun 28 2022 Something strange is going on ... The waters of the Smiling Pool and the
Laughing Brook have been mysteriously reduced to tiny streams and the creatures of the Green Forest are in a panic! Until
they discover the reason: Paddy the Beaver has arrived to make a new home for himself and therefore stopped the flow of the
waters. ‘The Adventures of Paddy Beaver’ (1917) is another one of Thornton W. Burgess’ wonderful stories set in the
surroundings of nature and its inhabitants. He teaches children valuable lessons about friendship, trust and respect for the
environment without ever being preachy. Thornton W. Burgess (1874-1965) was an American children’s book author and
naturalist. He wrote more than a hundred books and thousands of short stories until his death at 91 years old.
Nature's Architect Jun 24 2019 Employing his trademark beautiful prose and empathy for life in the wild, Crumley considers
the future for Britain's beavers and makes the case for giving them their freedom despite their controversial status.
Bronson Beaver Builds a Robot Apr 02 2020 In this nature and STEM-inspired middle-grade novel, a creative young beaver
learns about responsibility when he invents a robot to perform his chores.
The Beaver Nov 02 2022 Beavers can and do dramatically change the landscape. The beaver is a keystone species—their
skills as foresters and engineers create and maintain ponds and wetlands that increase biodiversity, purify water, and prevent
large-scale flooding. Biologists have long studied their daily and seasonal routines, family structures, and dispersal patterns.
As human development encroaches into formerly wild areas, property owners and government authorities need new,
nonlethal strategies for dealing with so-called nuisance beavers. At the same time, the complex behavior of beavers intrigues
visitors at parks and other wildlife viewing sites because it is relatively easy to observe.In an up-to-date, exhaustively
illustrated, and comprehensive book on beaver biology and management, Dietland Müller-Schwarze and Lixing Sun gather a
wealth of scientific knowledge about both the North American and Eurasian beaver species. The Beaver is designed to satisfy
the curiosity and answer the questions of anyone with an interest in these animals, from students who enjoy watching beaver
ponds at nature centers to homeowners who hope to protect their landscaping. Photographs taken by the authors document
every aspect of beaver behavior and biology, the variety of their constructions, and the habitats that depend on their presence.
Beaver facts:•Just as individual beavers shape their immediate surroundings, so did the distribution of beavers across North
America influence the paths of English and French explorers and traders. As a result of the fur trade, beavers were wiped out
across large areas of the United States. Reintroduction efforts led to the widespread establishment of these resilient animals,
and now they are found throughout North America, Europe, and parts of the southern hemisphere.•Beaver meadows provided
early settlers with level, fertile pastures and hayfields.•Based on the fossil record, the smallest extinct beaver species were the
size of a muskrat, and the largest may have reached the size of a black bear (five to six times as large as today's North
American beavers). Beaver-gnawed wood has been found alongside the skeleton of a mastodon.•Some beavers remain in the
home lodge for an extra year to assist their parents in raising younger siblings. They feed, groom, and guard the newborn
kits.•In 1600, beaver ponds covered eleven percent of the upper Mississippi and Missouri Rivers' watershed above Thebes,
Illinois. Restoring only 3 percent of the original wetlands might suffice to prevent catastrophic floods such as those in the
early 1990s.
Star Trek Alphabet Book (Star Trek) Jul 26 2019 Captain Picard, Mr. Spock, and your Star Trek favorites from A to Z star in
an out-of-this-world Little Golden Book! A is for alien, B is for Borg, and C is for communicator. Now even the youngest
Star Trek fans can go boldly into the universe as they learn Earth's alphabet! Explore the worlds of Star Trek, The Next
Generation, Deep Space 9, and Discovery while learning the ABCs in this Little Golden Book--perfect for boys and girls 2 to
5, as well as fans and collectors of all ages. TM & © 2019 CBS. All rights reserved.
The First Beaver Nov 09 2020 A Native American folktale tells the story of Reedee, a young girl who mysteriously spends
her nights in the dark forest, saves her village by creating a dam, and becomes the first beaver.
B Is for Beaver Nov 29 2019 Each letter of the alphabet is illustrated by objects that are associated with the State of Oregon
and accompanied by background information.
When Zachary Beaver Came to Town May 28 2022 During the summer of 1971 in a small Texas town, thirteen-year-old
Toby and his best friend Cal meet the star of a sideshow act, 600-pound Zachary, the fattest boy in the world.

Beaver Steals Fire Oct 21 2021 A long time ago, fire belonged only to the animals in the land above, not to those on the earth
below. Curlew, keeper of the sky world, guarded fire and kept it from the earth. Coyote, however, devised a clever plan to
steal fire, aided by Grizzly Bear, Wren, Snake, Frog, Eagle, and Beaver. These brave and resourceful animal beings raided
the land above and risked all to steal fire from Curlew. Beaver Steals Fire is an ancient and powerful tale springing from the
hearts and experiences of the Salish people of Montana. Steeped in the rich and culturally vital storytelling tradition of the
tribe, this tale teaches both respect for fire and awareness of its significance, themes particularly relevant today. This
unforgettable version of the story is told by Salish elder Johnny Arlee and beautifully illustrated by tribal artist Sam
Sandoval.
Little Beaver and the Echo Mar 26 2022 The story of Little Beaver's search for a friend that he thinks he hears across a pond
is ideal for reading to youngsters at quiet-time, bedtime, or camp sessions. Reprint.
The Beaver Oct 01 2022 The Beaver: Its Life and Impact is designed to satisfy the curiosity and answer the questions of
anyone with an interest in these animals, from students who enjoy watching beaver ponds at nature centers to homeowners
and land managers. Color and black-and-white photographs document every aspect of beaver behavior and biology, the
variety of their constructions, and the habitats that depend on their presence. A second edition of The Beaver: Ecology and
Behavior of a Wetland Engineer, published by Cornell University Press under its Comstock Publishing Associates imprint in
2003, this book has been revised throughout and includes a new section on population genetics and features updated data
about the beaver's range in North America, reintroduction efforts in Europe, and information about the world's largest beaver
dam, discovered in northern Alberta in 2010 and visible from space, as well as the most current bibliography on the subject.
As this book shows, the beaver is a keystone species-their skills as foresters and engineers create and maintain ponds and
wetlands that increase biodiversity, purify water, and prevent large-scale flooding. Biologists have long studied their daily
and seasonal routines, family structures, and dispersal patterns. As human development encroaches into formerly wild areas,
property owners and government authorities need new, nonlethal strategies for dealing with so-called nuisance beavers. At
the same time, the complex behavior of beavers intrigues visitors at parks and other wildlife viewing sites because it is
relatively easy to observe. The Beaver:
Beaver Dam, 1841-1941 Apr 14 2021 In the fall of 1840, Thomas Mackie and his son-in-law discovered rich soil and
abundant timber on land along a stream south of Fox Lake. They soon settled there with their families and named the
fledgling town after the industrious animal at work just steps away from their log cabins. This collection of vintage images
highlights Beaver Dam's history from 1841 to 1941, as Beaver Dam evolved along the stream, drawing industrialists who
built their mills on its banks and tourists who traveled aboard the Rambler excursion steam ship on the man-made lake. With
a successful dairy industry and renowned iron works, Beaver Dam prospered and grew into a city united by work, faith,
education, and play.
Turtle's Race with Beaver Aug 31 2022 Turtle lives in a beautiful little pond with everything a happy turtle needs. But one
spring, Turtle awakes from hibernation to discover that her lovely home has been invaded! A pushy beaver takes over Turtle's
beloved pond and refuses to share. Instead, he challenges her to a race to determine who can stay. But how can a little turtle
outswim a big, powerful beaver? This charming fable of brains versus brawn is a great read for all the young readers in the
forest to share!
A Beaver Tale Oct 09 2020 When Detroit was settled over three hundred years ago, beavers (then known by the French
name “castors”) were one of the most numerous and important animals in North America. Yet the aggressive beaver pelt trade
in Detroit and elsewhere decimated the animal’s population, and the region’s remaining beavers were unable to reestablish
their homes in the city’s industrial landscape once the trapping ended. In A Beaver Tale: The Castors of Conners Creek,
author and illustrator Gerald Wykes tells the incredible story of one beaver family’s return to the Detroit River in 2008, more
than one hundred years after beavers were last seen in the area. Wykes shows readers how the beavers were discovered at the
Conners Creek Power Plant on the city’s east side, after people noticed trees were being mysteriously cut down. He combines
real observations of this pioneering beaver colony with background about the important history of the beaver in Michigan,
from its relationship to the Native occupants of the Great Lakes to its “discovery” by Europeans as a source of valuable furs.
He explores some of the beaver’s unique physical features, including its impressively webbed hind feet, delicate fingered
“hands,” waterproof fur, and famous flat tail, and also explains how today’s strict pollution laws and shoreline improvements
have turned the Detroit River into a hospitable place for beavers once again. Wykes’s full-color illustrations and kid-friendly
text tell a serious tale of environmental recovery in a fun and accessible way. Young readers aged 8 to 12 will enjoy the
unique natural and cultural history in A Beaver Tale.
Eager Jan 24 2022 Our modern idea of what a healthy landscape looks like and how it functions is distorted by the fur trade
that once trapped out millions of beavers from North America's lakes and rivers. Goldfarb shares the powerful story about
one of the world's most influential species. He explains how North America was colonized, how our landscapes have changed
over the centuries, and how beavers can help us fight drought, flooding, wildfire, extinction, and the ravages of climate
change. -- adapted from jacket

History of Beaver County, Pennsylvania Nov 21 2021
The Legend of the Beaver's Tail Sep 07 2020 "Vain Beaver is inordinately proud of his silky tail, to the point where he
alienates his fellow woodland creatures with his boasting. When it is flattened in an accident (of his own making), he learns
to value its new shape and seeks to make amends withhis friends. Based on an Ojibwe legend"--Provided by publisher.
The Flying Beaver Brothers and the Evil Penguin Plan Apr 26 2022 Meet Ace and Bub, the flying beaver brothers! Ace
loves extreme sports and is always looking for a new adventure. Bub loves napping and, well, napping. But when penguins
threaten to freeze Beaver Island for "resort and polar-style living," the brothers put their talents to work saving their tropical
island paradise. Can they save Beaver Island from environmental destruction? And can they do it in time to still win the
annual Beaver Island Surfing Competition?
The World According to Beaver Dec 31 2019 Provides excerpts from the show's dialogue, a behind-the-scenes look at the
making of the show, profiles of the characters, and a synopsis of each episode
Beverly Beaver's Hats Oct 28 2019 Children's book about a beaver who loved to make hats for all of her friends in the
Adirondacks.
The Flying Beaver Brothers and the Crazy Critter Race Feb 10 2021 The race is on for Ace and Bub in their sixth adventure
in this popular young graphic novel series, which Kirkus called “funny from the first panel!” Ace and Bub are tangled up in
an island-hopping competition, and there’s more than just the grand prize—a houseboat!—at stake. The salesman and sponsor is
Crazy Critter (and he really is craaazy), and it soon becomes clear that he has more than publicity for his houseboat
dealership to gain from the race. Before long, the brothers are wrapped up in the plot: a fast-growing vine is entangling all the
nearby islands! Which of their fellow competitors can help them put a stop to this outbreak—and which ones are behind it?
Brenda's Beaver Needs a Barber Mar 14 2021 Sumguyen has always had a thick mane of hair, in the summer of 2016 he
decided to grow a beard. Deep into month three he started to look like an armpit with eyeballs.It was a sultry August night in
Old Town Scottsdale as Bimisi and Sumguyen made their way from one bar to another. They took pause to to enjoy the
rhythms of a homeless crooner who was soulfully picking his guitar. When Sumguyen threw a five into his tip jar the artist
looked up, thanked him with a nod and said, "That is a beautiful beard. My friend Brenda has a beard just like that, but hers
doesn't talk."A fair amount of beer sprayed from Bimisi's nose...and just like that they had their subject matter for the final
book of season one. Brenda's Beaver Needs a Barber is the fifth of five books that make up Reach Around Books Season
One.
The Beaver's Lodge Jan 12 2021 Explore the remarkable homes built by animal architects! Beavers create complex
structures to meet their needs, just like people do. Each beaver family builds a dam in a river or creek in order to make a
pond. The furry engineers then build a lodge out of branches, logs, and mud in the middle of the pond. They stay safe and
warm in a large room above the water in their lodge. Jaw-dropping photos, a habitat map, and fascinating information will
captivate young readers as they learn about these truly spectacular animal towns.
The Ranch on the Beaver Dec 23 2021 The Ranch on the Beaver continues the hide-and-hoof Horatio Alger story of Wells
Brothers: The Young Cattle Kings (also available as a Bison Book). By 1887 the teenage boys, Joel and Dell, have weathered
several seasons as ranchers in northwest Kansas. With help from drovers on the nearby Western Trail, they have built up a
herd. Looking beyond Beaver Creek, the boys acquire grazing rights in Colorado and Texas. As others fail, they persevere,
learning all aspects of a rapidly changing operation—from maturing beef to managing, shipping, and selling it. Drawing on
firsthand knowledge, the author of Log of a Cowboy offers a realistic and spirited story mixing hard work and fun.
The Sign Of The Beaver Jul 30 2022 A 1984 Newbery Honor Book Although he faces responsibility bravely, thirteen-yearold Matt is more than a little apprehensive when his father leaves him alone to guard their new cabin in the wilderness. When
a renegade white stranger steals his gun, Matt realizes he has no way to shoot game or to protect himself. When Matt meets
Attean, a boy in the Beaver clan, he begins to better understand their way of life and their growing problem in adapting to the
white man and the changing frontier. Elizabeth George Speare’s Newbery Honor-winning survival story is filled with
wonderful detail about living in the wilderness and the relationships that formed between settlers and natives in the 1700s.
Now with an introduction by Joseph Bruchac.
Beaver Creek Sep 27 2019 Since 1883, Beaver Creek has attracted adventurous individuals. The allure of precious minerals
brought miners to the valley, and many stayed after the illusion of striking it rich began to fade. Those folks homesteaded and
farmed or ranched. Ranching flourished for a few families until the early 1970s. Two men credited with developing the Vail
ski area set their sights on the Beaver Creek drainage for a new ski resort. Political battles over permits stretched from Denver
to Washington, DC. In addition, environmental issues burgeoning in the early 1970s added another layer of complexity to the
proposed ski area. Dark days were looming as interest rates hit 18 percent and a recession hit the national economy. A silver
lining in all the turmoil at the fledgling resort occurred when former president Gerald R. Ford bought one of the first
residential lots, making Beaver Creek his address. The original visionaries' goal to build a world-class resort was on its way
to completion after years of challenges.
At Home with the Beaver Mar 02 2020 Did you know that beaver ponds provide habitat for hundreds if not thousands of life

forms? Using their extremely strong teeth, beavers chop down trees to build a dam. The dam creates a pond that is habitat for
everything from algae to giant moose. After creating the pond, the beavers build a lodge. The lodge is sometimes used by
other animals besides beavers. Muskrats may live inside the lodge either with or without the beavers, or geese may build their
nest atop the lodge. The dam itself is used as a bridge to cross the water by deer, ducks or any other number of creatures. The
pond is home to numerous life forms. Lily pads grow in the pond and frogs sit on lily pads to catch flies. Learn about the
pivotal role beavers play in making all of this life possible. Gorgeous photos and inviting text make AT HOME WITH THE
BEAVER: THE STORY OF A KEYSTONE SPECIES a must have for young naturalists hoping to learn more about the
interconnectedness of life. Other Books in the Series: AT HOME WITH THE GOPHER TORTOISE: THE STORY OF A
KEYSTONE SPECIES.
Saving the Dammed Feb 22 2022 The ability of beavers to create an abundant habitat for a diverse array of plants and
animals has been analyzed time and again. The disappearance of beavers across the northern hemisphere, and what this
effects, has yet to be comprehensively studied. Saving the Dammed analyzes the beneficial role of beavers and their dams in
the ecosystem of a river, focusing on one beaver meadow in Colorado. In her latest book, Ellen Wohl contextualizes North St.
Vrain Creek by discussing the implications of the loss of beavers across much larger areas. Saving the Dammed raises
awareness of rivers as ecosystems and the role beavers play in sustaining the ecosystem surrounding rivers by exploring the
macrocosm of global river alteration, wetland loss, and the reduction in ecosystem services. The resulting reduction in
ecosystem services span things such as flood control, habitat abundance and biodiversity, and nitrate reduction. Allowing
readers to follow her as she crawls through seemingly impenetrable spaces with slow and arduous movements, Wohl provides
a detailed narrative of beaver meadows. Saving the Dammed takes readers through twelve months at a beaver meadow in
Colorado's Rocky Mountain National Park, exploring how beavers change river valleys and how the decline in beaver
populations has altered river ecosystems. As Wohl analyzes and discusses the role beavers play in the ecosystem of a river,
readers get to follow her through tight, seemingly impenetrable, crawl spaces as she uncovers the benefit of dams.
Beavers' Busy Year, The Dec 11 2020 Along a stream a dam pops out of the water. Beavers are busy at work! These aquatic
mammals have unique traits that aid them in building the perfect lodge to raise young beavers and keep predators away. Mary
Holland’s vibrant photographs document the beavers’ activities through the course of a year. Do these beavers ever take a
break? Follow along as they pop through the winter ice to begin the busy year of eating bark, building dams and gathering
food just in time for winter to come again.
The Flying Beaver Brothers: Birds vs. Bunnies Sep 19 2021 In their fourth adventure, the Flying Beaver Brothers set off in
their sailboat to enjoy some well-deserved rest and relaxation at nearby the island. But the birds and bunnies who live on
Little Beaver Island have other ideas. Before long, Ace and Bub find themselves embroiled in an all-out war between the
feathers and the fuzz. Can the Flying Beaver Brothers bring peace to Little Beaver Island?
Build, Beaver, Build! Jun 04 2020 The first year of a beaver kit's life is full of new discoveries and dangers. But the most
important lesson the kit learns is how to take care of his family's home. The lodge where he lives is protected by a long dam
that many beavers have worked to build over the years. As the kit grows up, he helps repair and add to the family dam--and
begins to build a life for himself. Set at what is believed to be the world's longest beaver dam, Build, Beaver, Build--by awardwinning author Sandra Markle--provides a glimpse of beaver life, seen through the eyes of one young beaver and his family.
The Flying Beaver Brothers and the Hot Air Baboons Aug 19 2021 In the fifth adventure of this popular young graphicnovel series perfect for fans of Captain Underpants and the Lunch Lady series, our bucktoothed heroes are up against a band
of baboon bandits. It’s winter break, and Ace and Bub are hitting the slopes! But their ski session is interrupted by a sudden
influx of . . . swimming pools? A band of enterprising baboons has graced Beaver Island with the Easy Breeze, a giant hair
dryer designed to melt all the snow off the mountains and channel it into swimming pools. The residents of Beaver Island are
over the moon about their new relaxation stations, but Ace and Bub don’t trust these monkeys any farther than they can ski
down a hill with no snow. Can they uncover the baboons’ real plan before their neighbors become too attached to the
summery island makeover? With environmental themes, laugh-out-loud humor, and fast-paced adventures, the Flying Beaver
Brothers are sure to fly off bookshelves!
A Beaver Named Sid Aug 07 2020 'I ask you to picture a place where the air is pure, the sky is blue, and the earth is green.
My story begins in such a place, next to a beautiful lake between two mountain peaks and surrounded by towering ponderosa
pines...' Sid the Beaver is a shy, precocious beaver, who is a bit too small for his age. Struggling to find his place in this
world, Sid begins to befriend many of the forest's other animals, unlike the rest of his beaver kin. When Sid begins to
discover that the beavers are causing hardships on many of the other animals, he struggles to do right by the rest of the forest.
Todd Kerkhoven's A Beaver Named Sid, A Northwest Tale follows the journeys of Sid and his animals pals, Fred the Bear, a
Gray Jay named Lynn, and Pete the Bald Eagle and their conflicts with the careless and selfish beavers, ruthlessly lead by
Ace. Along the way Sid is forced to make difficult decisions about his identity, allegiances, and morals. Kerkhoven's debut
work is a wonderful tale for young readers about the struggles of acceptance and the difficulties of decision making. Join in
on Sid's wild adventures! Todd Kerkhoven is a carpenter from Homewood, Illinois; twenty-three miles south of Chicago.

During his lifetime he has witnessed the good and bad in people and realized the impact on his life. Those experiences, along
with his love of the Pacific Northwest, inspired him to write this book.
Bob, the Busy Beaver May 04 2020 The old oak tree tells the animals the story of Bob, a beaver who is so busy he does not
have time for friendship until he learns the importance of good friends, in a story told with rebuses.
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